The Civic Power team looks forward to sharing what true democracy is when not being undermined by the criminal legal system. We began our convening itinerary focusing on new trends in rights restoration and successful tactics to engage new voters with felony conviction histories. We concluded Civic Power with a strategy session that identified the goals, strategies to advance voting rights for all including all persons with felony convictions. We are confident the information shared and strategies developed will help national and state partners in the next year and beyond with workshops that provided information and expertise to support national and state restoration and voting in prison campaigns.

Civic Power featured welcome remarks by Civic Power Convening By the Numbers:

- Highlights included plenaries and breakout sessions of anticipated participants, including experts and advocates to engage new voters with felony conviction histories.
- More than 11 million people were disenfranchised from voting in 2022, due to a felony conviction.
- A half a century ago, August 1978, the United States embarked on a path of mass incarceration that has led to a staggering increase in the prison population and the number of people disenfranchised.
- More than 50 years of mass incarceration have lead to a number of people disenfranchised.
- More than 4.6 million people were disenfranchised from voting in 2022, due to a felony conviction.
- Civic Power featured welcome remarks by Civic Power Convening By the Numbers:

The Civic Power Convening team worked to center directly impacted advocacy organizers, researchers, and communications specialists to foster connection between movement partners and create an inclusive convening. We are happy to report that the Civic Power Convening brought together advocacy organizers, researchers, and communications specialists to foster connection between movement partners and create an inclusive convening.
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